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Excel auto-fill to a range of cells in Python This function inserts
a formula into a spreadsheet based on a cell in the

spreadsheet. First of all, this is the type of example of what I'm
doing: df_all.insert(8, '=SUM(C4)', True, i) This should insert a
formula like '=SUM(C4)', but I need it to spread to the range of

C4:C5. I've tried this: df_all.insert(8, '=SUM(INDIRECT("C" &
i),C4:C5)', True, i) But this gives me this error: Exception has

occurred: Microsoft.Excel.Interop.COMException Incorrect
number of arguments or invalid property assignment. A: In the

example you posted the range reference is incorrect. The
proper way is: df_all.insert(8, '=SUM(INDIRECT("C" &

i),INDIRECT(":C" & i))', True, i) The second INDIRECT just gets
the next address over. Q: Raspberry Pi GPIO Current Handling I
have a RPi B+ running Debian and I am wondering how I can

get current from the GPIO pins on the board. I know this is
usually done by putting a resistor between VCC and the GPIO
pin, but how would I calculate the correct resistor value? I am

aware of the PSOURCES command as well, but that only shows
data that has been read from the hardware. A: I made a

tutorial on my blog. It explains how to use the gpio pins to
detect current. It will also automatically select a suitable
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resistor for the current. A: Since RPI B+ uses RealView, you can
use RealView PCS (PCS = Personal Circuit Steering) from

Voltage Measurement Platforms by Itead, which is free and
open hardware. 6d1f23a050
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